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THE PERI HISTORY 
Notice:  The information contained in this work is not authorized for duplication or distribution 

to other websites or repositories.  The information contained in this work is not official, until the 
final version appears in Tribal Law vs. Dragon’s Rule. 

 
7 M BC 
The Kai Ra are forged in the Foundry by the Deepwalker Unamal.  Not long after, the Kai Ra turn on their Abzulim 
masters, refusing to harm their former Primal bretheren.  The Kai Ra return to the Foundry’s vault to sleep after 
missing the first Bloom and not being cleansed of their shards; Scramasax the Dagger does not go to the vaults 
and chooses to go out into the Dominions with the Deepwalker Alu. 
 
5M BC 
Soliatire, leaves the other Kai Ra to seek enlightment and travels various nearby Dominion worlds.  Before 
leaving she spawns off two “children”:  Ivalde and Sindre (in the bird-tongue of the Morrigan they are known as 
Brokkr and Eitri respectively).  Each has a himsati of pure living gold and are made immortal by the power of 
shards laying within the Foundry that have been touched by the Bloom but not eradicated by it.  This makes the 
twins immune to fear. 
 
1M BC 
Now fully grown, the twins tire of remaining in the Foundry with the sleeping Kai Ra.  They leave the Foundry and 
make their way to the underground world of Arcadia.  Long before the rise of the Droves and before the creation 
of the Underworld, they become masters of this hidden realm. 
 
700,000 BC 
The Kai Ra awaken from their stasis in the Foundry and see the disarray left behind by the twins.  The Kai Ra 
spawn several children of their own using similar techniques to Solitaire’s. 
 
400,000 BC 
A mystical explosion rocks Arcadia, causing it to comingle with other similar worlds nearby, giving birth to the 
Underworld.  The twins encounter other hybrid immortals bound to elemental forces, many of whom were birthed 
in the chaos following the destruction of the Nadir and the merging of the realms that now form the Underworld.  
Others were those created by the Kai Ra a few hundred thousand years earlier.  All these immortals are drawn to 
the twins. 
 
144,000 BC 
Another mystical surge of power is felt through the Underworld, as it slightly shifts and settles into what is now its 
final state.  The first Droves reach Peri held territories in the Underworld, as these Droves seek to escape the 
purifying effect of the Bloom.  To ensure a fortress strong enough to shelter their people, and driven to create a 
wonder the worlds had never seen, the twins begin constructing the Walk, a vast city-bridge which encircles much 
of the Underworld, spanning its quiet depths. 
 
99,000 BC 
The Peri make their first appearances on Earth, after chasing a group of Terat.  Eventually they are halted from 
fighting the Terat by Solitaire, who appears with other Terat who now follow her.  She and her followers convince 
the remaining Terat to go with them and leave Earth.  The Peri begin making tentative explorations around Earth. 
 
88,000 BC 
The first Peri Tryst is born, once it reaches maturity it is bound to a shard and creates the first true Peri mantle of 
Cromlech.  Cromlech connects to the nascent Morpheum, allowing those dreaming to connect to it and then be 
pulled to the mantle.  Even today there is only one entry aside from connecting to the Morpheum, and it is a 
closely guarded secret. 
 
80,000 BC 
The Peri settle in the area of the Underworld deep beneath what is now Israel in the area of the canyon mazes 
around Qumran (near where the Dead Sea Scrolls were found).  They call their home Emberin and it remains 
their primary home until 540 BC. 
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71,000 BC 
The Peri are drawn to the Mesopotamian valley in their explorations of Earth, sensing a great spill of power when 
Namergon and Anath destroy each other just outside Sheol.  They encounter the Morrigan fighting a fierce storm 
that envelopes the valley and threatens to flood the entire region.  The Peri dig a deep shaft through the tiers of 
the Underworld to Ys, allowing much of the storm’s flood waters to drain off.  The Morrigan Loki becomes 
ambassador to the Peri and begins to court the Peri Sif.   
 
67,000 BC 
The Peri, under Ivalde’s lead, begin building a powerful warship named Skidbladnr.  Sif chooses the Morrigan 
Thor over Loki and becomes his consort.  As an act of revenge, Loki begins seeding a rivalry between the twins 
Sindre and Ivaldi.  By the time Skidbladnr is finished, he is able to engineer a contest between Sindre and Ivalde 
to determine the better craftsman.  The contest turns bitter and the rivalry between the twins consumes the Peri.  
It leads to a civil war when Loki judges Sindre’s Draupnir Ring to be the superior work over Ivalde’s Torques of 
Almandia.   
 
60,000 BC 
The Peri civil war ends with Kin Ivaldi enslaved to the Morrigan for thousands of years and the Morrigan taking 
Skidbladnr as a flying citadel they came to call Magonia.  Eventually, almost all members of Kin Ivaldi are 
corrupted by Loki and become known as Drove Azhoth.  Sindre, wracked with guilt, falls into an unwavering 
trance, the Peri are left leaderless.  The alliance with the Morrigan weakens considerably. 
 
50,000 BC 
As the Lash peaks, thousands of immortals flee the Dominions and return to Earth.  The Peri half-heartedly take 
up arms with the Morrigan who have allied with the Eremites against the Anopheles (allied with the Arachne) as 
they come to Earth to try and reclaim the last remnants of their lost fortress world of Babel. 
 
40,000 BC 
The Peri split their forces as they attempt to take on the avatar of the Sanguinary known as the Dust, their losses 
are again high without proper leadership.  The Peri quickly become mercenary in their approach to the Shouting 
War, several heading out into the Dominions to fight alongside the highest bidders.  Most of them are consigned 
to the Blue Air. 
 
30,000 BC 
The Peri Nimue discovers an underground island beneath the area of present-day Andover in Great Britain.  
Located there is a NaGate that connects directly into the Blue Air.  There she finds a near-dead sapling of a 
previously unknown plant; drawn to it, she seeks to save it from certain death.  The realm is named Avalon and a 
group of Peri dedicate themselves to protecting and nurturing the sapling they found there.  The huge lake 
surrounding the island is fed life force blown in from the Blue Air and with the Peri’s help, Ygdrassil grows into a 
fine young Sunedrion Weald. 
 
10,000 BC 
Facing defeat at the hands of the Nimrod, most of the Kai Ra – still deep in stasis through the Shouting War – are 
removed from the Foundry’s vault and hidden in Avalon where the power of the Nimrod  cannot breach the power 
of the Sunedrion Weald. 
 
8,000 BC 
Having lost the Morrigan to the Zuzog, the Peri have become incredibly weakened and their numbers depleted 
from serving as the front line of defense against the various droves attacking the imprisoned prides.  They are 
approached by the former generals of the other prides, with an offer to revitalize their powers in exchange for an 
alliance to assist in freeing all the prides.  The Peri agree and over the next thousand years they are slowly 
revitalized by life force given to them by this new group of warriors called the Banjax. 
 
7,000 BC 
The Banjax / Peri alliance breaks out of Sheol.  After resting and rearming themselves, they return to Sheol by 
using lesser-guarded access points further away from where the Prides have fortified themselves.  Fighting their 
way through various droves, they reach the others and guide them back out the way they came.  The Peri are 
physically devastated by their losses during the Shouting War and their imprisonment in Sheol. 
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5,900 BC 
The Peri travel to Atlantis but are not admitted into the Stratagem Pact; they have no true leader still and their 
numbers are too low to be considered a true Pride.  The Banjax agree to harbor the Peri and represent them until 
such time that the Peri are able to become full members of the Stratagem. 
 
4,735 BC 
Atlantis is destroyed and the Prides are brought to North America before dispersing.  The majority of the Peri 
return to the Underworld, finding much of the Walk overrun with droves.  They take up residence again in Embern, 
as well as their other places of safety such as Cromlech and Avalon.  They begin work under North America in the 
area of present-day Kentucky on a new master fortress. 
 
2500 BC 
The Peri begin the creation of the Citadel fortress beneath the area of the Chartreuse rang at the borders of 
France, beneath the La Dent de Crolles cave network. 
 
600 BC 
While making repairs to the Walk, the Peri discover the Blue Emerald laying amid some rubble.  Creating a large 
range of new devices and functions for the Walk, the Blue Emerald is used to power them.  It would not be long 
before the Peri became divided over the presence of the great shard in their midst; not matter that it was of huge 
benefit in keeping the Walk’s many regions functioning smoothly and serving as a computer-like organic 
processor to store their collected tales.  Despite pleas from the Cerulean Order (a group of Peri dedicated to 
studying unique, intelligent shard), a decision was made to try and find a way to cut the Blue Emerald into smaller 
pieces.  The Blue Emerald was stolen by the Cerulean Order and they fled deep into the Underworld. 
 
575 BC 
Drove Azoth attacks Emberin and the vaults of the Foundry simultaneously.  They make off with a number of Kair 
Ra still in stasis as well as a number of Peri prisoners.  These are taken to their dark underground fortress of 
Alavastis.  Two of the Kai Ra, Caliburn and Mimir, were still in Avalon.  Mimir is awakened and told the news.  He 
drains most of the existing life force in the great lake around the island and singlehandedly assaults Alavastis.  He 
frees most of the Peri prisoners that have not been turned to the Azhoth and with these freed prisoners (who 
would become Kin Gargoyle among the Peri) he carries the other Kai Ra back to the Foundry and demands that 
the Peri guard the Foundry from this point forward.  A group of Peri leave Emberin to bolster the Foundry’s 
defenses. 
 
540 BC 
As The Anopheles, Eremites and Magdalen vie for control over Israel and surrounding areas, the Peri abandon 
Emberin to take up residence in the Citadel under France.  This keeps them out of the political situation since they 
are still not sanctioned within the Stratagem yet, but has the unfortunate effect of distancing them from the Banjax 
somewhat.  To maintain relations they agree to assist the Banjax in pushing out all outsiders from Banjax 
territories in Egypt.  A second contingent takes up residence underneath the area of what becomes Sparta and 
influence their people through the next few centuries and into the Persian Wars. 
 
450 BC 
The Cerulean Order makes their home in Undersky after being led there by the Blue Emerald.  In route to speak 
with their former brothers and sisters they discover the Copper Passage, the only known underground Ley Line in 
existence.  This leads the Peri to quick access around Europe and the Middle East.  Around the area of what is 
now Northern France the Peri influence the developing Gaul people and become protectors of the Belgae 
peoples.  From here they would influence France, Germany and the British Isles. 
 
353 BC 
The Peri-sponsored Spartans are forced back by the Magdalen-sponsored Macedonians and quickly lose control 
as the Phoenix take over the Macedonians through Alexander the Great in 338 BC. 
 
57 BC – Ceaser invades Belgae (eventually Belgium) and drives the Peri out, some of their members head 
towards Great Britain to join Kin Avalon, encountering the Fir Bolg (then known as the Fear of Ulag).  The Peri are 
now scattered across various parts of Europe and Asia fighting as mercenaries without real leadership.  The 
Morrigan would eventually take sponsorship of the Gauls the Peri have just lost. 
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100 AD 
Ganeida, a mortal sister of Morgan Le Fay, had been seduced by the Sanguinary and trained in dark arts by 
Drove Firbolg of Great Britain.  Crossing all of Europe she sought the Joystone, one of the seven Ch’I Pao stones 
of the Incubus Heart (cut by Kali and Sharakai in 632 BC).  Using her dark arts she fashioned a charm using a 
chalice reputed to have been the Cup of Christ and created the Holy Grail.  Using this charm she was able to 
bring Sindre out of his guilt-induced trance.  As a reward, the Peri undertood the risky task of making her 
immortal; unaware of her loyalty to the Sanguinary and the fact that the Firlbog had already prepared her for such 
a transformation.  Once immortal she gathered her mortal servants to her (the Nibelung), enhanced the charm 
using knowledge she gained in the Foundry, and used it to cast a spell of compliance over the Peri of Europe. 
 
265 AD – The Soga Peri setup sanctuaries in Senkutso no Akuma (Devil’s Catacombs) as they make advances 
on Japan, now that the Dracul and Arachne are weakened from the Three Kingdoms War with the Hive and 
focused on China. 
 
273 AD 
The Golden Palace is built in a huge cavern in Devil’s Catacombs (it serves this day as the seat of power for the 
Peri in Japan).  The Iron Castle is built as well (it serves as the primary stronghold of Kin Bloodstone today). 
 
337 AD 
Ganeida seeks the Blue Emerald.  Her campaigns against the Cerulean Order to find it consign many to the Blue 
Air.  The Ivaldi Alberich escapes using a mystical cap he created for Hermes, and takes word to the Peri in Asia; 
but they are too busy with their own issues against the Arachne and Tengu to help. 
 
339 AD 
Using the voxes of fallen Peri, the Nibelung Quiet Culture impregnates various Peri females and the resulting 
children are made immortal through Ganeida’s dark arts:  The Toys.  The remainder of the Cerulean Order takes 
refuge with Kin Avalon, who are protected from Ganeida, the Nibelung and The Toys. 
 
371 AD 
In her dreams, Ganeida receives instructions to kill a young boy named Merlin.  Using dark arts she would 
transform herself into the likeness of a dragon and scour Europe seeking out this boy.  One night she encounters 
a Ki Rin of the Dracul and the two fought.  Eventually it chases her into caverns underneath Dinas Emrys, where 
they spent several months chasing after one another.   
 
372 AD 
Vortigern is unable to build upon Dinas Emrys, Ganeida finally spots Merlin but is unable to do anything as Lin Do 
is also still present in the area.  Using her dark arts she convinces Vortigern that the blood of the young boy must 
be mixed into the mortar.  But Merlin convinced Vortigern of the existence of the two “dragons” below the hill, 
foiling her plan.  She manages to defeat the Ki-Rin, but is interrupted in her plans to destroy Merlin by the arrival 
of Lin Do of the Dracul (investigating the apparent death of the Ki Rin).  The two face off under the hill one last 
time and she is forced to flee rather than continue to face him. 
 
410 AD 
Kin Avalon close off entry to their, providing refuge to a number of rebel Morrigan led by an Ingenue named 
Morgan Le Fay.  During this same time, the famous Arthur is crowned king of Britain. 
 
420 AD 
Realizing Arthur is the true target of the Sanguinary and the prophesized child that Merlin had come to oversee 
the birth of, Ganeida sets her sights on destroying Arthur.  Unfortunately by this time Kin Avalon had provided 
Arthur with Excalibur and he was able to force her to lose the grail and her hold on the Peri.  Freed, the Peri 
would support Arthur against Ganeida, but were unable to prevent her from disguising herself and becoming 
pregnant with the Tryst Mordred after she decided to corrupt him instead of destroy him.  She then was able to 
gain control over the Peri again through Arthur, until the Bright blood Percivale discovered the lost grail and used 
its powers to destroy the charm spell permanently.  Ganeida was consigned to the Blue Air but may have returned 
to Earth in recent years. 
 
536 AD 
The Soga Peri come to power in Japan, and support the spread of Buddhism. 
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593 AD 
Suiko of Clan Soga becomes Empress of Japan and rules for 35 years under the protection of the Peri.  She 
maintaines peace between the Peri, Arachne and Dracul, who ally in ferreting out Tengu influence there after the 
Tengu and the Hive form a temporary alliance.  The Tengu then call upon Drove Sainha to assist them in Japan.  
  
624 AD 
Despite attempts by Arachne, Dracul and Peri, the Zen branch of Buddhism takes hold in Japan.  At this point the 
three Prides attempt to gain control over it to use against the Tengu-inspired Shinto philosophy. 
 
645 AD 
The Hive steps in and takes control over the Japanese government, but the Arachne, Dracul and Peri all adapt 
and swiftly begin to influence the new government to stop the Hive-Tengu-Sainha alliance from taking over Japan. 
 
660 AD 
The Arachne remove the Soga Peri from their Emerald Palace mantle in Japan and make it their primary 
stronghold in the area.  The Soga retreat to the Golden Palace in Devil’s Catacombs. 
 
680 AD 
A contingent of Peri take part in the formation of Bulgaria after assisting to push back Eremite influence in the 
form of the Byzantine Empire. 
 
772 AD 
The Peri become involved in the Saxon Wars on both sides; various splinter groups wind up fighting each other. 
 
939 AD 
The Arachne setup a Civil war between their mortal followers, the Fujiwara family, and the mortal followers of the 
Peri (Taira) and Dracul (Minamoto).  The Taira do not fare well and their Peri sponsors are forced to flee to the 
Underworld and join the Soga in the Golden Palace. 
 
999 AD 
Almost all Peri are within strongholds and mantles scattered in the Underworld, mostly forgotten by humanity 
except as legends, they ride out the wave of faith that rips through several of the Prides.  Those who are still on 
Earth become trapped in their weapon forms and are lost to the Peri for generations until they are rediscovered.  
During this same year, the Peri Hlaoir (weakened from the build-up of faith) is consigned to the Blue Air by the 
strongman Tambarskjelve during the Viking Civil War at the Battle of Svolder. 
 
1000 AD 
With the assistance of the Peri, the Phoenix capture a Ru-Shou named Vouvre in the Underworld (guarding a 
pool of Dark mead) and bring it under the influence of their Knights Templar Quiet Culture 
 
1095 AD 
The Wormine Druids reveal themselves as insurgents within the Lapis Quiet Culture and destroy most of the 
Citadel and surrounding outposts.  The Peri move to the Hearth and begin construction of the Gauntlet around it.  
The Peri of Europe are completely devastated and almost none remained save for the small Kin Avalon and The 
Toys.  The Soga and Taira Peri of the Bloodstone are in hiding under Japan, the Sindren and Ivaldi have gone to 
North America to the Hearth where Sindre is overthrown as leader, and the Gargoyle’s are scattered with only the 
Foundry and Mimir to serve as a place to call home.  Disgusted, many Peri unofficially leave the Pride and follow 
along with others into the Crusades. 
 
1138 AD 
The combined forces of the Bloodstone houses of Soga and Taira retake the Emerald Palace mantle in Japan 
from the Arachne while the Arachne are still weakened from the events of 999 AD.  The Peri are almost 
nonexistent through most of the Earth, with only pockets left in Underworld fortresses and mantles as each Kin 
has holed up. 
 
1206 AD 
The Peri Al-Jazari releases “Book of Knowledge of Ingenious Mechanical Devices” 
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1212 AD 
As the Eremites and Magdalen fight over the faith of Islam in Jerusalem, most of the 50,000 children sent in to 
fight the Saracens in this “Children’s Crusade) are captured by the Arachne.  A secret deal is struck whereby the 
Arachne will study the Peri’s immunity to fear in exchange for providing them with all the captured children.  The 
children, already altered by the Arachne, are passed to Kin Gargoyle, who struck the deal on behalf of Mimir.  
Mimir awakens the other Kai Ra in the Foundry and the children are taken away by the elemental weapons.  
When returned nearly a year later, the children are a new breed of Peri:  Kin Palin.  Except for Caliburn, the Kai 
Ra immediately return to full stasis. 
 
1215 AD 
Caliburn brings a contingent of Kin Gargoyle and all of Kin Palin to The Hearth and takes over the Pride.  The 
Palin are sent across the world to bring order to the scattered mercenary Kins of the Peri.  Caliburn proposes that 
the Peri can no longer be small pockets of mercenary groups unable to actively support one another. 
 
1220 AD 
Caliburn appears at the annual Paragon meeting with an army of Peri and demands they be given equal 
representation among the Stratagem.  The Arachne, Magdalen, Nimrod and Tuatha oppose their entry.  The 
Anopheles, Banjax, Eremites and Terat support it.  The Morrigan abstain from voting.  The Dracul are last to vote 
and vote in favor of allowing their entry.  The Peri become part of the Stratagem Pact.  Caliburn makes concerted 
efforts to reign in the scattered mercenary Peri taking part in the Crusades. 
 
1274 AD 
Having attempted to move into Japan, the Arachne-sponsored Kublai Kahn is repulsed by a Dracul-Peri alliance. 
 
1291 AD 
The end of the Ninth Crusade.  The Peri begin to pick and choose sides in battles, to ensure that they do not end 
up fighting one another (though they do not have to be on the same side).  All major Peri involvement in large 
wars is passed through and approved by the leaders of their Kins.  The Peri begin to enter into various wars with 
more purpose; notable wars they take part in and have influence over: 
 - 1302 French-Flemish War 
 - 1315 Irish War for Independence 
 - 1326 Polish-Teutonic War 
 - 1337 Hundred Year’ War 
 - 1341 Breton War of Succession 
 - 1420 Hussite Wars 
 
1333 AD 
The Morrigan sponsored Ashikaga Takauji, a vassal of the Peri-influenced Hojo family of Shoguns, betrays them 
and allows Emperor Go-Daigo to crush them. Go-Daigo uses the gained power rule over Japan as a whole for the 
next three years until deposed by the Dracul.  The Morrigan then put the Ashikaga family in the Shogunate 
prompting a civil war in 1336. 
 
1392 AD 
The Morrigan Ashikagas take control of Japan, curbing Peri influence there. 
 
1453 AD 
The Dracul and Anopheles are declared Profane and expelled from the Stratagem, the Peri agree to the Phoenix 
Ultimatum. 
 
1500 AD 
The Peri leave the Stratagem Pact along with the Tuatha and Banjax.  The Peri become involved in every major 
war from 1500 to 1666, attempting to assist alliances with the Dracul, Anopheles, Phoenix, Terat, Tuatha and 
Banjax.  They are forced into battle against the Morrigan again and again, destroying what few shreds of alliance 
they almost recouped during the time of Arthur and Camelot. 
 
1594 AD 
Miyamoto Mushashi is discovered by the Peri and brought to the Palin at the age of 10.  An ingénue returning 
from lethe, he kills his first Morrigan Samurai within three years of being uplifted into the Peri. 
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1641 AD 
Musashi becomes a hermit, estranging himself from the rest of the Peri to write the Book of Five Rings. 
 
1645 AD 
Musashi rejoins the Peri after Drove attacks around Europe and Asia increase dramatically.  The Peri begin 
hearing news of the recent incidents in Central and South America regarding the Dark Lady. 
 
1665 AD 
Peri in Great Britain are caught up in the Religarum of John Milton, trapped in their weapon forms for days. 
 
1666 AD 
The Peri travel in large masses to serve as weapons for the assembled Prides who have cornered the Dark Lady 
and the Dust in London. 
 
1667 AD 
The Peri join in reinstating the Stratagem Pact. 
 
1699 AD 
Peri inspired Tom Savery patents the steam engine.  Ivaldi are outraged that the Palin are doing this, but find out 
that actually the Sindren are responsible, who also are living in the Hearth along with the Palin and Caliburn.  
Rather than risk another civil war between the two already decimated Kins, they leave well enough alone. 
 
1771 AD 
The Tryst Robert Rogers (founder of Roger’s Rangers – a commando unit in the French and Indian wars) creates 
the Canyon Reaches mantle, to serve as a warriors practice realm.  The main entrance would manifest within the 
Great Arch of the Hearth. 
 
1826 AD 
Peri inspired Sam Morey develops the internal combustion engine, based on information passed to him by 
Sindren sleepers.  The Ivaldi ask for sanctions against the Sindren for releasing technology into the hands of 
humanity that could prove dangerous and has elements of the Doomsday Device as part of that technology.  A 
ban is placed on all Doomsday technology from being released for 100 years.  Various bits and pieces still get out 
through Quiet Cultures (sometimes spurred on by individual Peri). 
 
1842 AD 
The tryst Marquise de Volanges creates the Crystal Maze mantle after the Peri’s involvement in the Napoleanic 
Wars.  A few years later most of the areas of Devil’s Catacombs empty out of Peri save those living in the Golden 
Palace and the Iron Castle as most Peri begin to assemble at the Hearth. 
 
1846 AD 
The Peri become involved in the Mexican/American War and in the United States’ “Manifest Destiny”.  A group of 
Palin travel to the West away from the Hearth; naming themselves “The Steel” they warp their artifice forms 
through the use of ritual serenades, thus becoming the basis for new weapons such as the Colt .45 and other 
more modern personal firearms (a historical fact that many of the Peri are not necessarily proud of). 
 
1876 AD 
The Dracul, nearly absent from Japan, are not strong enough to assist the Peri from stopping the Morrigan from 
enacting a law that outlaws the wearing of swords except by army concscripts.   
 
1937 AD 
The Peri assist the Japanese-led Morrigan against the Tengu through all of Southeast Asia until the Morrigan 
cause Japan to sink a US gunboat in Chinese waters. 
 
1941 AD 
World War II begins.  Because of its almost total use of “modern” warfare tactics, the Peri do not have the 
involvement they wish to.  They plead with the other Prides to scale back the tactics, claiming that it will lead to 
certain ruination.  The Prides polarize with the Banjax and Eremites leading the Allies and the Morrigan and the 
fallen Eremite House Aryan leading the other. 
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1945 AD 
The Peri flee Japan with as many followers as they can and head deep into the Underworld to the Golden Palace 
and the Iron Castle.  They barely escape the horror as atomic bombs eradicate mortal and immortal alike.  The 
Peri are almost completely unable to travel through the first two tiers of the Underworld near Japan. The region of 
Inferno near Japan becomes impassable for the next few decades; only Phoenix and Sainha (the Salamanders) 
retain any interest in controlling this area.  They are barely able to fortify their two strongholds to withstand the 
radiation and many mortals were unable to leave the Iron Castle where they were sheltered, an entire generation 
of mortal followers grew up there. 
 
1950 AD 
The Banjax hold off Nimrod-influenced Russia from taking over much of Japan, and allow the Peri to take ahold of 
Osaka and most of southern Japan while allowing the Dracul minor holdings in the North.  A small contingent of 
Peri become involved in the growing Korean conflict. 
 
1954 AD 
The Peri are able to influence the other Pride-influenced countries to allow for the Self Defense Forces in Japan.  
The Peri forgers begin influencing Japan from a wartime culture to a manufacturing culture, allowing a small 
portion of their own advanced “alien” technology to influence the consumer electronics market.  The Bloodstone 
Kin rise to power within the Peri not as warriors, but as forgers, the first time in tens of thousands of years.   
 
1955 AD 
Years of Palin influence pay off as Disneyland opens, starting an era of electronics merging into entertainment.   
 
1960 AD 
Humanity develops the laser under the influence of various Droves, presenting a real and serious threat to the 
himsati race, the Peri work to curb the power and the final released laser is dampened from its original destructive 
capability, using technology from the Doomsday Device.  The ban on the release of technology is lifted.  The Peri 
enter the Vietnam War but pull out within a few years citing the uselessness of the war and waste of mortal life. 
 
Circa 1960 – 1980 
Peri are dispatched to various regions of the world to partake in a number of wars and skirmishes. 
 
1964 AD 
The Bloodstone take in the remaining Ivaldi to help push Japan’s industrial sector.  The Peri help gain the 1964 
Summer Olympics for Tokyo, bringing in other Prides to see Japan again emerge into international view.  The 
Palin release part of the Doomsday Device’s technology for forms of entertainment through Disney at the 1964 
World’s Fair in the form of audio-animatronic figures (some of which were actually Peri themselves because 
mortals had difficulty in getting the technology to work).  The Ivaldi’s concerned are quieted when the Palin remind 
them they are doing the same thing in Japan as are the Arachne with their own technology. 
 
1966 AD 
All Peri cease any and all activities for one day to mourn the passing of Walter Elias Disney. 
 
1990 AD 
The Femme Darkle is stolen and the Invisible War begins. 
 
1994 AD 
Peri Sleepers actively search through the Morpheum to find lost Peri that may have returned as Ingenue. 
 
1999 AD 
The Peri throw themselves at attacking Droves, stepping in to assist with mantle defense for all Prides as the 
Great Betrayal begins.  Then, the Kai Ra Mjolnir and the Morrigan Thor again join forces to retake Valhalla (i.e. 
Magonia).  Caliburn rallies all Peri behind them to assist in forming the War Court during the Betrayal Wars. 
 
2004 AD 
The War Court disbands and the Peri return to their holdings to rebuild.  They find renewed resistance from the 
Droves, but now operating in different methods and sometimes even against one another.  The Cerulean Order 
approaches the Peri; Caliburn and the leaders of the Kins travel to Atlantis to work with the others to come up with 
a new pact.  Having proven itself, they agree to the Blue Emerald’s terms and join the Atlantean Pact. 


